approximately 224,000 is quite substantial when viewed in perspective with the number of nonwhite male youths of the same age who were employed in civilian occupations (1.1 million) . Changing patterns oJ military service by different racial groups masked some of the diffei ential in civilian employment between black and white youths. Durine the 1970s white youths1 participation in the military declined sub-stantially while black youths1 participation remained approximately constant (Ellwood and Wise, 1983). If, after 1972, the Proportion oi black youths in the military had declined in proportion to the white decline, the proportion of black youths without work in 1982 would he have risen by about 3 percent (Märe and Winship, 1983) .  (Participati in military Service by females involved only 0.6 percent of white females and 1.4 percent of nonwhite females in 1984.)
Pactors Affecting the Supply of Labor Demographic Trends
During the 1970s several demographic trends might have affected youth employment. First, and most prominent, was the entry of the massive baby-boom generation into the labor force. Theory suggests that äs the supply of young workers rises relative to the supply of both older workers and other factors of production, youth wages or employment will fall relative to that of older workers.  Indeed, in c cross-sectional analysis of Standard metropolitan statistical areas, Freeman (1982) found that äs the youth share of the population increased, employment prospects declined by a moderate amount, particularly for those aged 16-17. However, analysis by Wächter and Kim (1982) suggests that, at a national level and over time, the primary effect appears to have been on wages. For example, äs shown Tables 2.2a and 2.2b, during the period of rapid expansion of the yoi labor force, 1957 to 1978, the employment-to-population rate for whit youths stabilized or actually increased.  In contrast, Table 2.8 shov that during the 1970s the wages of white youths declined relative to adult wages. Whatever the effects of this large demographic bulge, i did not overcome other factors tending to raise the employment-to-population rate for white youths, but it may have played a role in lowering their relative wages. Among black youths, however, the pattern appears different: relative wages over those years declined less than those of white youths, but unemployment rose and employmenl rates feil substantially.
Two other factors increased the supply of labor during the same period: the sharp and continuing rise in the labor force participatj of adult women (see Hahn and Lerman, 1983) and the influx of inunigrar workers into the United States. Each of those groups might draw Jobs away from youths if they enter the labor market in part-time or low-skill Jobs (particularly if employers prefer to discriminate in theii favor or can pay lower wages to these groups) .  It is possible that increased numbers of women in the labor force may have worsened the employment prospects and lowered the wage rates of youths (Borjäs,

